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1. INTRoOUCTI~N 
In his search for nonintegrable Hamiltonian systems Cherry [2] was led 
to consider second-order scalar equations of the form 
2 + Ap( t) @J(x) = 0 (1) 
where A> 0 is a large parameter and p(f), Q(x) are “largely arbitrary 
periodic functions, respectively even and odd.” He asserted that the period 
map of the corresponding first-order system would have a transversal 
heteroclinic point. Cherry verified his conjecture only when Q(x) = sin x 
and p(t) is a nonvanishing function, being in fact a rather special com- 
bination of elliptic functions. 
In Section 4 of this paper, after imposing suitable smoothness conditions 
on p(t) and Q(x), we assume that the first-order system corresponding to the 
second-order equation 
i++(x)=0 
has a pair of saddle points with an associated saddle connection and that p(t) 
is a positive periodic function with a nondegenerate turning point (that is, 
p’( to) = 0 and p”( to) # 0). Then for A > 0 sufficiently large the period map of 
the system corresponding to (1) has a transversal heteroclinic (homoclinic lf 
the saddle points coincide) point. 
To prove this result, we make heavy use of the theory of exponential 
dichotomies, which is a natural tool in this context. Let x’(t) and x-(t) be 
a pair of periodic solutions of the periodic system 
f=F(t, x) (x E R”) (2) 
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of differential equations. Then x+(O) and x- (0) are hyperbolic fixed points 
of the period map if and only if the variational equations 
i=F,(r,x’(t))x 
have exponential dichotomies on (- co, co). Also if x(t) is another solution 
of (2), x(0) is a transversal heteroclinic point of the period map with 
respect ox+(O)andx~(O)ifandonlyif Ix(t)-x’(t)1 +Oast+ fee and 
the variational equation 
i = F,( t, x(t)) x 
also has an exponential dichotomy on (- co, co) (cf. Palmer [ 141). 
Replacing 2 by l/s2 and changing the time scale, (1) is transformed into 
a system of the form 
e = E, i, =x2, .t2 = -p(8) @(XI). 
Thus in Section 3 we are led to consider general systems 
e = &f(& E), i=g(8, x) (OER,XER”) (3) 
where for each fixed 8 the system 
i=g(8, x) 
has a saddle connection u(t, 0) with associated saddle points u+ (0) and 
U- (0) such that ~~(t, (3) is (up to a scalar multiple) the unique bounded 
solution of the variational equation 
.t = g,(e, 46 0)) X. 
(This condition is automatically satisfied when n = 2.) We impose suitable 
smoothness and boundedness conditions onf, g, u +, u -, u and suppose for 
some txO that 
f(%, 0) z 0, 4%) = 0, d’(q) z 0 
where d(cr) is a certain functional. Then denoting by e(t, LX, E) the solution 
of the initial value problem 
d=&f(e, E), e(o) = a 
we prove for E sufficiently small that there exists a smooth function U(E) 
with cc(O) = ~1~ such that the nonautonomous ystem 
(4) 
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has a solution x(t, E) which is uniformly near u(t, f3(t, a(c), E)) and such 
that Ix(~,E)-x’(t,s)(+O as t++o~, where the x*(t,.s) are also 
solutions of (4) which are uniformly near a* (0(t, a(c), E)) and whose 
variational equations have exponential dichotomies on (-co, co). 
Moreover for E # 0 the variational equation 
i =g,(Nt, a(E), ~),x(f, ~1) x
has an exponential dichotomy on (-co, co). When f and g are periodic in 
8, the right side of (4) is periodic in t and the solutions ~+(t, E) and 
x- (t, E) are also periodic. This means that x(0, E) is a transversal 
heteroclinic point of the period map of system (4) with respect to the 
hyperbolic fixed points x+(0, E) and x-(0, E). In Section 4 we show how 
this theorem leads to the Cherry-type result stated above. 
Systems like (3) have been considered by Robinson [ 151. However, he 
was concerned with giving conditions under which the stable and unstable 
manifolds do not intersect. Our condition d(a,) =O, d’(a,) # 0 resembles 
the Melnikov condition (cf. Holmes [9], Holmes and Marsden [lo], 
Chow, Hale, and Mallet-Paret [3], Palmer [14], Salvadori [16]). 
However, we were not able to put the problem in a Banach space setting as 
in Palmer [ 141. Instead we have had to use a modification of standard 
integral manifold theory to find all solutions 0(t), x(t) of (3) such that 
x(t) - u(t, e(t)) is bounded on [0, co) or (- co, 0] and then used a finite- 
dimensional version of Theorem 4.1 in [ 143 to match up the initial values. 
This is where the conditions d(a,) = 0, d’(a,) # 0 come in. 
In order to show that the variational equation (5) has an exponential 
dichotomy on ( - co, co) for E # 0, we consider in Section 2 a parameter- 
dependent linear system 
i=A(t,&)X 
which has exponential dichotomies on [0, co) and ( - co, 0] but none on 
( - co, co) when E = 0. We show that it does have an exponential 
dichotomy on (-co, co) for E # 0 sufficiently small provided a certain 
scalar function h(s) is nonzero (note: h(O) = 0). We calculate h’(0) and also 
h”(0) when h’(O) = 0. When we work out h(s) for the variational equation 
(5), it turns out that h’(0) = 0. However, a rather involved calculation 
shows that h”(O) is a nonzero multiple of d’(a,)[f (a,,, 0)12 so that h(s) # 0 
for E # 0 sufficiently small. 
Note that this method of using integral manifold theory and a linite- 
dimensional version of Theorem 4.1 in [ 141 could also be used to prove 
the Melnikov-type result (Corollary 4.3) in that paper. It turns out that in 
this case h’(O) # 0. 
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2. PROPERTIES OF EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMIES 
The main results of this section are Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.6, 
which are essential tools in the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 3.1) of 
this paper. First we define exponential dichotomy and then prove a lemma 
which is needed for the other results in the section. 
We say that the linear system 
i = A(t) x (6) 
where A(t) is an n x n matrix function, defined and continuous on an inter- 
val J, has an exponential dichotomy on J with projection P and constants 
K, y > 0 if the inequalities 
IX(t) PX-‘(s)l <Key+‘) (s< t) 
IX(t)(Z- P) X-‘(s)1 6 KepY’“-r) (33 t) 
(7) 
are satisfied, X(t) being a fundamental matrix for (6) (we shall always 
assume X(0) = I). 
If f( t) is a vector function defined for t 3 0 and p is a real number, we 
define 
IIfII,I=suP{Ifwl cpr: tw. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the linear system (6) has an exponential dichotomy 
on [0, co) with projection P and constants K, y. Then if I/?[ < y and f (t) is a 
continuous vector function satisfying II f lls < a, the inhomogeneous linear 
system 
i= A(t) x +f (t) (8) 
has for each vector r a unique solution x(t) satisfying 
Px(0) = P& llxll/3 < a. 
Moreover 
(9) 
ll4l,s6Kltl +WY- IPIJF’ Ilfllp (10) 
Proof We show the uniqueness first. The difference x(t) between two 
solutions satisfying (9) would be a solution of the homogeneous ystem (6) 
satisfying Px(O)=O, [Ix(~~< co. So by (7) 
Ix(O)] = I(Z- P) x(O)1 = IX(O)(Z- P) x-‘(t) x(t)1 
$ Keey’ Ix(t)1 < Ke-(YpP” I/xllB + 0 as t-+03. 
Hence x(0) = 0 and we have the uniqueness. 
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To show the existence put 
x(r)=x(t)P5+f~X(f)PX-‘(s)f(s)ds-I~X(t)(Z-P)X~’(s)f(s)ds. 
I 
(11) 
This is well-defined since by (7) 
j’ IX(t) PX-‘(s)f(s)l ds + sa IX(t)(Z- P) X-‘(s)f(s)l ds 
0 , 
G K II f II ,I j; e -(Y+P)(~-~)ds+ s 
cc e-(Y--B)(r-t)dS ,fif 
I 1 
GWY-IBI)F’ /IflIIreB’. 
So x(t) is well-defined; also Px(0) = Pt and (10) holds. Differentiating both 
sides of (11) with respect o t, we see also that x(t) is a solution of (B), thus 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 2.2. There is an analogous result for systems on (- co, 0] with 
IIfIl~=~u~(lS(~)l 8’: tQ0). 
P is replaced by I- P in (9) and instead of ( 11) we get the formula 
x(t) = X(t)(Z- P) r + s’ X(t) PX-‘(s)f(s) ds 
-cc 
- 
f , 
’ X(t)(Z- P) X-‘(s)f(s) ds. 
In the following proposition we study the smoothness of the projection 
associated with the exponential dichotomy for a linear system depending 
on a vector parameter. We remark that Johnson and Sell [ 121 have proved 
related results in a rather different context. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A(t, E) be a continuous n x n matrix function 
definedfor t > 0 and E in an open neighbourhood of 0 in RP such that for each 
E the system 
i = A(t, E) x (12) 
has an exponential dichotomy on [O, GO) with constants K, y independent of E 
and projection of fixed rank k. Suppose also that 
IA(~,~I)-A(~,~Z)I~~l~I-~ZIeP’, 
where M and /I are constants with 0 < /I < y/2. 
(13) 
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Then for c syfficiently small the projections P(E) in the dichotomies can be 
assumed to have the same nullspace and the constants in the dichotomy will 
still be independent of E. 
Moreover if the derivatives (a’A/&‘)i (t, E) exist for I= 1, 2 ,..., m, are con- 
tinuous, and satisfy 
where now 0 < p < y/(m + 1 ), then P(E) is C” in E with bounded and Lipschit- 
(I= 1, 2,..., m) 
<MIE,-E~I e(“+‘)Br, 
(14) 
(15) 
zian derivatives. 
Remark 2.4. According to Coppel [S, p. 16) the nullspace of the pro- 
jection for a dichotomy on [0, co) can be any complement of the range. So 
in order to prove smoothness of P(E) some condition has to be imposed on 
its nullspace. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Denote by X(t, E) the fundamental matrix for 
system (12) satisfying X(0, E) = I and by R(E) the projection originally 
associated with the dichotomy (we know a priori nothing about the 
nullspace of R(E)). Then X(t, E) R(E) is a bounded solution of the 
inhomogeneous ystem 
and so by formula ( 11) in the proof of Lemma 2.1 
R(E) = R(0) R(E) - sX (Z-R(O)) J?(t, 0) 
0 
x [A( t, E) - A( t, 0)] X( t, E) R(E) dt. 
Hence 
1 [Z- R(O)] R(E)~ < JoX Ke-“‘. M (EJ e”‘. Ke-” dt 
=MK2(2y-&’ 1~1. 
So if I&( d (2y-/?)/2MK2, I[Z- R(O)] R(E)[ G$. We suppose E satisfies this 
condition through the rest of the proof. 
Now let x~.%‘(R(&))n N(R(O)), where W and Jf denote range and 
nullspace. Then 
1x1 = I [I- R(O)] xl = I [Z- R(O)] R(E) XI d 1x1/2 
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and so x = 0. This means %!(R(E)) n M(R(0)) = { 0} and we may consider 
the projection P(E) with range %!(I?(&)) and nullspace Jlr(R(0)). P(E) 
satisfies 
P(E) = [I- R(O)] P(E) + R(O) P(E) = [Z- R(O)] R(E) P(E) + R(0) 
so that 
IP( G I [I- NO)1 N&I IP( + INON 6 lJY&)lP + K. 
Hence IP( 6 2K. It follows from Coppel [S, p. 161 that system (12) has 
an exponential dichotomy on [0, co) with projection P(E) and constants 
K( 1 + 3K2), y. This completes the proof of the first part of the proposition. 
Now we assume, in addition, that the derivatives (8,4/ds’)(t, E) exist 
for I = 1, 2 ,..., m and satisfy (14) and (15). Write 
x+(t, &)=X(t, E) P(E). 
By the dichotomy inequalities (we now redefine K as K( 1 + 3K’)) 
IX’(t, E)( d Ke-?‘. (16) 
We show first that X+ (t, E) is Lipschitzian in E. This follows from the fact 
that W(~)=X+(Z,E,)-X+(~,E~) is a II.Il--y (and hence II.Ils-y) bounded 
solution of 
ti=A(t, -2’) Iv+ [A(& &‘)-A(& EZ)] X’(t, 4 (17) 
such that 
O&I) ~(O)=P(&,)--P(&,)P(&*)=P(&1)Cz-P(&2)1=0, (18) 
where we have used the fact that the P(E) have the same nullspace. So by 
( 14), ( 16) and Lemma 2.1 with p - y instead of p, 
IIWII~_,~~KP-‘.MIE,-E~I.K, 
that is, 
IX+(t, E,) - X+(t, e2)I < Ml 1~’ - .s2 I eCcYpB)‘, 
where M, = 2MK2~-‘. 
(19) 
Differentiating the equation 
x:(t, E) = A(& E) A-‘(& E) 
formally with respect to E and using (18) and (19) we are led to suspect 
that Y(t) = A’,‘(& E) is a bounded solution of 
I’=A(t,E) Y+A,(t,E)X+(t,&) 
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such that P(E) Y(0) = 0. By Lemma 2.1 such a bounded solution does exist 
and it is unique. We denote it by Y+ (t, a). Then W(t) = 
X’(t,s+h)-X+(t,s)- Y’(t,s)h is a bounded solution of 
~=A(t,E) w+[A(t,&+h)-A(t,E)-AA.(t,&)h]X+(t,&) 
+[A(t,E+h)-A(t,E)][X+(t,&+h)-X+(t,&)] 
such that P(E) W(0) = 0 so that by (14), (15), (16), (19), and Lemma 2.1 
with B=O 
IlWllof2Ky-,[tMIh12.K+MIhl.M, IhI], 
that is. 
lX+(t,~+h)-X+(2,&)- Y+(t,~)hI<KMy~‘(K+2kf,) lh12. 
So X,(t, E) exists and equals Y’(t, F). In particular, P’(E) = X,+(0, E) = 
Y+ (0, E). It also follows from ( 19) that 
IX,‘(l, &)I = 1 Y’(t, &)I <Ml fc(Y-fi)‘. (20) 
So, in particular, 
lP’(E)I 6 M,. 
Now we show that X:(t, E) = Y’(t, E) is Lipschitzian in E. To see this, 
note by (20) that F+‘(t)= Y’(t, E,)- Y+(z, sZ) is a 11. (IBmmi, (and hence 
)I . I/ 2,j _ y) bounded solution of 
W=A(t, E,) w+ [A(& &,)-A(& El)] Y’(t, E,) 
+ C~,:(~,~,)-~Tr~~~2)1~+(~t~t)+~,(~,~2~C~+~~r~l)-X+(fr~2)l 
such that 
l-YE,) @v)=P(E,) Y+(O,E,)--P(E,) y+(O,EZ) 
=o-P(E,) P(&*) Y’(0, Ez)=O 
so that by (14), (15), (16), (19), (20), and Lemma 2.1 with 2fi - y instead 
of B 
lIWll,I,-,dK~-‘CMI~,--E,I.M,+MI~,--E,l.K+M.M, le,-~~l], 
that is, 
1 Y’(t, El)- Y’(t, &*)I <MK(ZM, + K) 8-l IE, -&*I ep(Y-Z~)f. 
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Taking t = 0, we get 
IP’(EI) - P’(E*)I < MK(2A4, + K) p-1 I&, - E2 I. 
When m = 1 this completes the proof of the theorem. When m > 1 we let 
Y(t) be the unique bounded solution of 
such that P(E) Y(0) =0 and by considering W(t)= X,‘(t, E +A)- 
X,+ (t, E) - Y(t) h show, as with X,+ (t, E) above, that Y(t) = XL (t, E). Then 
we go on to show that X,z (t, E) is Lipschitzian in E. Thus we conclude that 
P”(E) exists and is bounded and Lipschitzian. This will complete the proof 
when m = 2. If m > 2 more arguments of a similar nature give the proof. 
Remark 2.5. There is an analogous result for systems on ( - co, 01. /I is 
replaced by --B and we show that the projection P(E) can be chosen to 
have range independent of E and that it is smooth under smoothness con- 
ditions on A(t, E). 
We now study a system (12) which has exponential dichotomies on both 
[O,co)and(-c~,O]butwhen~=Odoesnothaveoneon(-~~,~~).Con- 
ditions are given under which for nearby values of the parameter the 
system does have an exponential dichotomy on ( - co, co). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A(t, E) be a continuous n x n matrix function defined 
for all t andfor real E near 0 such that system (12) has for each E exponential 
dichotomies on [0, 00) and (-co, 0] with constants K, y independent of E 
and projections of fixed rank k. Also the derivatives A,, A,, exist, are con- 
tinuous, and satisfy 
/A,(& &)I <Me”“, I A,,( t, &)I d W?” 
where M, /I are constants with 0 6 /I =C y/2. 
Moreover suppose that the system 
f=A(t,O)x (21) 
has (up to a scalar multiple) a unique nontrivial solution d(t) bounded on 
(-co, co). 
Then the system adjoint to (21) has (up to a scalar multiple) a unique non- 
trivial solution $(t) bounded on ( - co, 00) and tf 
I O” vQ*(t)A,(t,O)4(t)dtfO -‘x (22) 
(* denotes transpose), system (12) has for E #O sufficiently small an 
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exponential dichotomy on (-“o, CD). If, however, (22) does not hold the 
inhomogeneous system 
i=A(t,O)x+A,(t,O)fj(t) 
has a solution w(t) bounded on (- co, 00) and then if 
s = $*(t)CA,,(t, 0) 4(t) + 2A(t, 0) w(t)1 dt +‘A -cc 
(23) 
(24) 
the same conclusion holds. 
Remark 2.7. The difference between two bounded solutions of (23) is a 
bounded solution of (21) and hence a multiple of t&t). So when the quan- 
tity in (22) is zero, the expression in (24) does not depend on the bounded 
solution of (23) chosen. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. It follows from Proposition 2.3 and its analogue 
for systems on ( - co, 0] that without loss of generality we can assume that 
the projections P(E), Q(E) for the dichotomies of system (12) on [0, co) and 
(-co, 0] have the same nullspaces and ranges, respectively. 
The subspace of initial values at t = 0 of bounded (on ( - co, cc)) 
solutions of (12) is ~(P(E)) n &(Q(E)). The hypothesis is that 
B(f’(O)) n J’“(Q(O)) = {d(O)}, where {<I means the one-dimensional sub- 
space generated by 5. Now the system adjoint to (21) has exponential 
dichotomies on [0, cc) and ( - co, 0] with the same constants and projec- 
tions I- P*(O), I- Q*(O). So the subspace of initial values of bounded 
solutions of the adjoint system is M(P*(O)) n 9(Q*(O)) = 
L%!(P(0))L n N(Q(O))’ = [.B?(P(O)) + Jr/-(Q(O))]‘, where I denotes 
orthogonal complement. This subspace has dimension 1 and so is 
generated by a vector $, where we assume $*ll/ = 1. The solution t)(t) of 
the adjoint system with initial value $ is then (up to a scalar multiple) its 
unique bounded solution. 
By Coppel [S, p. 191 system (12) has an exponential dichotomy on 
( - co, cc ) if and only if it has no nontrivial bounded solution, that is, if 
and only if ~(P(E)) n Jlr(Q(s)) = {O}. Write 
L(E) = P(E) - (I- Q(E)). 
Now it is easy to show that 
(25) 
Jo/‘) = CW(P(E)) n Jr/-(Q(E))10 CJ(p(E)) n-@YQ(E))l. (26) 
So for all E 
R”=J’-(L(O))@J’“(L(O))’ 
= {W)) 0 CJXP(E)) n WQ(E))lO .JXUO))‘. 
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Suppose we can show that in (&O)}@Jlr(L(O))’ the equation 
L(E){=0 (27) 
has no nontrivial solution. If [ EB(P(E)) A .M(Q(s)) we may write 
5 = 5, + t2, where t1 E {4(O)) 0 JWP))’ and t2 E JW’(E)) n WQ(&)). 
L(E) 5, = L(E) 5: -L(E) c2 = 0 and so, by our hypothesis, 5, = 0. Thus 
5 = L E PWW) n Jr’-(Q(d)1 n CJW(WWQ(W 
Therefore 5 = 0. So it s&ices to show that (27) has no nontrivial solution 
in {d(O)} @M(L(O))‘. The equation can be rewritten as 
W) 5 = (W) - L(E)) t = -(P(E) - P(O) + Q(E) - Q(O), t 
or, using the facts that X(P(e))=Jlr(P(O)) and %!(Q(a))=%‘(Q(O)), as 
-W) t = -CU- f’(O)) P(E) - Q(O,U- Q(&))l 5. 
Note that the right side of this equation is in J”(P(0)) +W(Q(O)). Now 
taking orthogonal complements of both sides in the version of (26) for 
L*(O), we see that 
NW)) = [J”(W)) + ~(Q(o))l n CJ’Tp*P)) n WQ*(o))l’ 
= CJlrV’(O)) +WQ@))l n {$)I. 
Hence solution of (27) is equivalent to solution of the two equations 
UO) r = (W) - U&l) 5 - $*(uo) - L(E)) r * $ (28) 
$*(m) - L(E)) 5 = 0 (29) 
for c in {4(O)) @Jlr(L(O))‘. 
To solve Eq. (28) we write 
r = A#@) + rl7 
where A is real and ~EJV(L(O))‘, and then the equation takes the form 
CJW) - WE)1 rl= -XUE) d(O) - $*uE) d(O). $1, (30) 
where H(E): JV(L(O))’ + g(L(O)) is the linear mapping 
H(E) rl = bw) - U&J) ? - v+*bw) - UE)) ?. *. 
System (12) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.3 with m = 1 and 
also its analogue for systems on (-co, 01. So P(E), Q(a) and hence L(E), 
H(E) are C’ for E near 0. Since L(0): JV(L(O))~+ @L(O)) is invertible and 
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H(E) is C’ with H(O) =O, L(O)- H(E) is also invertible for E sufficiently 
small. Hence (30) has the unique solution YZ =11(a) where T(E) is the C’ 
function defined by 
v(E)= -CW-~(~)l-‘[u~) w)-$*uE) d(O). $1. 
Now substitute 5 = Ad(O) + Ar](a) into (29) to get 
ICI*(m) - UE))(#(O) + V(E)). k = 0. (31) 
If %?(P(E)) n JV(Q(E)) # (0) then (27) and hence (28), (29) must have a 
nonzero solution 5 in (4(O)) 0-X(L(O))‘. We have just shown that such a 
solution must have the form 1[&0) + V(E)] and that (31) must hold. For a 
nonzero solution we need A # 0 and so it is necessary that 
h(E) = V(W) - UE))(4(0) + V(E)) = 0. (32) 
To derive a formula for h(s) note, using the notation of the proof of 
Proposition 2.3, that X+(t, E) = X(t, E) P(E) is a bounded (on t 20) 
solution of the inhomogeneous ystem 
k=A(t,O)X+ [A(&&)--A(t,O)] x+(t,E) 
such that P(0) X+(0, E) = P(0) P(E) = P(0) so that by formula (11) in the 
proof of Lemma 2.1 
P(&)=P(O)- ja (Z-P(O)) X-‘(t, O)[A(t, &)--A(& 0)] X+(t, ~)dt. 
0 
Similarly, writing A’-(t, E) = X(t, &)(I- Q(s)), 
Z-Q@)=Z-Q(O)+/’ Q(O)X-‘(t,O)[A(t,+A(t,O)]X-(t,c)dt. 
-m 
Note also that 
So, using (25) and (32), 
ME) = la $*(t)CA(t, El -Aft> O)l i(t, &I 4 --co 
where 
(33) 
x- (4 E)(W) + Y](E)) 
5(ty &)= {X’(r, E)(#(O)+YJ(E)) 
(t<O) 
t20). 
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We have to show that h(s) # 0 for E #O sufficiently small. Clearly 
h(0) = 0. So we examine h’(s). To justify differentiation under the integral 
sign in (33), note that the derivative of the integrand is 
$*(t) A,(& El a4 8) + $*(f)CA(c E) - A(4 011 iA& 8) 
which, using (16), (20), and their analogues for systems on (- co, 01, is 
bouned by a constant times e ~(r~2a)“l. So by the dominated convergence 
theorem, 
WE) = j- Il/*W{~,k ~)5(t, &I+ CA(t, ~1 -A(f, O)l i,(c 4) dt. (34) 
-02 
In particular, using the obvious fact that q(O) = 0 so that c(t, 0) = 4(t), 
h’(0) = jm 1,5*(t) A,(& 0) t)(t) dt. 
--co 
Then if h’(O) # 0, h(s) # 0 for E # 0 sufficiently small and we have the first 
assertion of the theorem. 
Suppose now that ST00 e*(t) A,(?, 0) 4(t) dt = h’(0) = 0. The first term in 
the expression (34) for h’(s) can be directly differentiated with respect to E 
at E = 0 and for the second term we divide by E and let E + 0, justifying 
both steps by the dominated convergence theorem. The result is 
h”(o) = j-m $*(t){A,,(t, 0)d(f) + 2A,(t, 0) w(t)} 4-cu 
where 
i 
x,- (c 0) 4(O) +X-(4 0) v’(O) 
w(t)=L(t,o)= x,+(t,o)qqO)+X+(t,O)~‘(o) 
(t<O) 
(t30). 
Now q(s) satisfies (30) with A= 1. If we differentiate with respect o E and 
set E = 0, we get 
UO) 1’(O) = -CL’(O) 4(O) - $*L’(o) 4(O). $1 
= -CL’(O) 4(O) + h’(O) @I using (32) 
so that 
L(0) f(O) = -L’(O) $(O). (35) 
From the proof of Proposition 2.3 and its analogue for systems on 
505165/3-4 
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( - 30,0], A’,+ (t, E) b(O) are bounded (on t 3 0, t d 0, respectively) solutions 
of 
~=.4(t,O)x+A,(t,O)X’(t,0)q5(0) 
= A([, 0) x + A,(& 0) d(t). 
Hence on both ( - co, 0] and [0, co) w(t) is a bounded solution of (23) but 
with an apparent jump at t = 0 given by 
[x+(0,0) -X-(0,0)1 v]‘(O) +cx;m O)- x,-to, O)l d(O) 
= L(0) ((0) + L’(0) (b(O) =0, by (35). 
So w(t) is actually continuous. The conclusion is that if (24) holds, then 
h”(O) # 0 and so h(s) # 0 for E # 0 sufficiently small. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f (0, E) be a Cs real valued function defined for all real 
8 and small real E and let g(B, x) be a C5 R” valued function defined for all 
real 0 and .x in an open subset U of R”; suppose also that f, g, and their 
derivatives are bounded. 
Let the following hypotheses hold: 
(H 1) There are bounded R” valued C1 functions u+(e), u ~ (0) with 
bounded derivatives such that for all 8 
de, u+m=g(e, u-w)=0 
and the real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices g,,(e, u+(e)), 
g,(B, u- (0)) are bounded below in absolute value by a positive number 
independent of 8; also both matrices have the same number (including mul- 
tiplicities) k of eigenvalues with negative real parts; 
(H2) There is a bounded R” valued C5 function u(t, 0) with bounded 
derivatives such that the closure of the range of u(t, 0) is contained in U and 
for each 8, u(t, 0) is a solution of the system 
Moreover 
~(4 e) + u+(e) as t + 00, u(t, e)-+ U- (e) as t -+ --co 
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untformly with respect o 8 and u,(t, 0) is the unique (up to a scalar multiple) 
bounded (on (- 03, 00)) solution of the variational equation 
.i =g,(e, 24, e)) X. (36) 
Then there exists 6 > 0 such that for E sufficiently small the following 
statement holds: 
(C 1) For each real CI the system 
8 = Ef (6, E) 
(37) 
i=g(e, x) 
has unique solutions 0(t) = &t, a, E), x*(t) = x* (t, a, E) satisfying 
e(o) = a, Ix’(t)-u’(8(t))l<6 forallt. 
Moreover 
a,&)-u*(t?(t,a,e))I +O as E--to 
untformly with respect o a and the variational equations 
f=g,(8(t, a, E), x'(t, a, E)) x 
have exponential dichotomies on ( - co, co). 
Zf, in addition, there exists a0 such that 
f(a,, O)ZO, 4ao) = ja $*(t, a01 tgdao, u(t, ao)) dt = 0, 
-co 
d’(ao) Z 0, (38) 
where $( t, 6) is the unique (up to a scalar multiple) bounded solution of the 
system adjoint to (36), the following statement also holds: 
(C2) For E # 0, (37) has a unique solution 0(t) = t3(t, E), x(t) = x(t, E) 
satisfying 
t e(o) - a0 I d 6, Ix(t)-u(t,e(t))Jdd forallt, 
mw~ww))1=0, (39) 
where R is a certain projection on R" with range (~~(0, a,)}. Moreover 
t3(t, E), x(t, E) are C* functions such that 
lea E) - ao 1 + 0, SUP ia d - a e(t, &))I --t 0 as E+O, -CO<*<00 
Ix(t,&)--X*(t,e(O,E),E)I-+O as t+fco 
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and the variational equation 
Jc= s.,(qt, EL 44 6)) x (40) 
has an exponential dichotomy on (-co, CO). 
Remark 3.2. The third condition in (39) is an “anchor condition.” Note 
that if O(t), x(t) is a solution of (37) satisfying the first two conditions of 
(39) then for small z, O(t -t r), x(t + r) may also be such a solution. The 
anchor condition picks out a unique one of these solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Denote by O(t, ~1, E) the solution of the initial 
value problem 
e = &f(d, E), e(0) = CL 
This is defined for all t since f and fe are bounded. O(t, ~1, E) is a C5 
function. Let /3 be a positive constant such that /? < y/5. For the whole of 
the proof we assume E is so small that IsI 1 f(0, &)I </I Then the Ith 
(1 < I< 5)-order derivatives of 6(t, c(, E) with respect o c(, E are bounded by 
M, p-m evl4, where m is the order of the derivative in E and M, is a con- 
stant depending only on bounds for f and its derivatives. 
We prove (Cl) first. We just prove the existence of the solutions 
x + (t, a, E) since the existence of the x- (t, ~1, E) can be treated in exactly the 
same way. What we are actually seeking is a bounded solution of the 
system 
f = g(Qt, 4 EL x) (41) 
near u+(e(t, a, E)). Making the change of variables 
(4 1) becomes 
P = A +w, 4 d) Y + EN4 4 E) + GO, Y, a, 4, (42) 
where 
~+w=g,(e, u+(e)), 
b(t4, E)= -U:(e(t, 4 E))f(w, 4 E), E), 
G&Y, ~1, ~)=g(e(t, ~1, E), U'(ek 4 E))+Y) 
-g.m, 4 E), u+m 4 E)))Y. 
The hypotheses on A+(O)=g,(O, u+(O)) and the fact that 
f3,(t, ~1, E) = O(E) uniformly with respect o t and u enable us to deduce from 
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Proposition 1 in Coppel [S, p. 501 that for E sufficiently small the system 
3=A’(@t, 6 E))Y (43) 
has for each a, E an exponential dichotomy on ( - 00, co) with projection of 
rank k and constants independent of c( and E. Notice also that 
G(t, Y, a, &I+ 0, G,(t, Y, a, E) + 0 
as y + 0 uniformly with respect to t, a, E. So we may apply Theorem 4 in 
Coppel [4, p. 1371 to deduce the existence of a constant 6 > 0 such that for 
E sufficiently small system (42) has a unique solution y(t) satisfying 
1 y(t)1 6 6 for all t. Moreover 
uniformly with respect to c1 and E. 
Then x+( t, a, E) = u’(& t, a, E)) + y( t) is the required solution of (41). Its 
variational equation is 
f=g,(Qt, 6 ~1, ~‘(6 a, E))x, (44) 
the coefficient matrix of which is within O(E) of A’(e(t, a, E)) uniformly 
with respect to t and a. It follows from the roughness theorem (Coppel 
[S, p, 343) that for E sufficiently small system (44) also has an exponential 
dichotomy on ( - co, 00) with projection of rank k and constants indepen- 
dent of a and E. Thus (Cl) is proved. 
Let us also note here that it follows from Theorem 13 in Coppel 
[4, p. 801 that the solutions x+ (t, a, E) have the so-called “saddle point 
property,” that is, there is a positive constant c (independent of CI and E) 
such that if x(t) is a solution of (41) satisfying Ix(t) - x’(t, a, &)I <c for all 
large positive t then Ix(t) - x+(t, a, &)I + 0 as t + co. A similar statement 
holds for large negative t as well and both statements hold for x- (t, a, E) 
too. 
The proof of (C2) falls into three parts. 
Part 1 (stable and unstable manifolds). We are looking for solutions 
e(t), x(t) of (37) such that x(t) - u(t, e(t)) is bounded for all t. First we 
look for solutions such that x(t) - u( t, e(t)) is bounded for t > 0. 
Making the change of variables 
x=u(t, e)+y, 
(37) becomes 
0 = Ef(e, E) 
I’=A(t,e)y+G(t,e,y,E), 
(45) 
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where 
f, G are bounded C4 functions with bounded derivatives and 
(-36 60,~) = O(E), G,,(c 0, Y, E) = G,(t, 0, Y, 0) + 0 as y +O, 
both uniformly with respect to t and 19. Moreover for E sufficiently small 
and ct near CI,,, the system 
has an exponential dichotomy on [0, co) with constants K, y independent 
of CI and E and with projection of rank k having nullspace independent of TV 
and E too. 
To see the assertion about system (46), note first that 
IA(4 et& 4 E)) - ‘4 +(Q(t, 4 &))I 
= Ig,(@t, a, ~1, ~(6 e(t, a, E))) -g,(e(h ~1, ~1, u’(&h a, &)))I -+ 0 
as t -+ co, uniformly with respect to CI and E. Now we saw in the proof of 
(Cl) that for E sufficiently small system (43) has an exponential dichotomy 
on (-co, co) with constants independent of a and E and projection of 
rank k. For E sufficiently small it follows from the roughness theorem that 
on an interval [T, co), where T is independent of a and E, system (46) also 
has an exponential dichotomy with constants independent of a and E and 
projection of rank k. By Coppel [S, p. 131 these statements are also valid 
on [0, co). Note also that the first derivatives of A(& 0(t, a, E)) with respect 
to a and E are bounded (on t > 0) in the II.11 Bnorm (cf. the beginning of 
this proof for the definition of /?) uniformly with respect to a, E. So the 
assertion about the independence of the nullspace of the projection follows 
from Proposition 2.3. 
When E = 0 system (46) is just 
(47) 
Denote the projection for its dichotomy on [0, co) by P(a). Note that the 
nullspace of P(a) is independent of a. 
Now system (45) is almost of the form considered in the theory of 
integral manifolds (Hale [S], Coppel and Palmer [6], Palmer [ 131, 
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Bogolyubov and Mitropolskii [ 11, Knobloch and Kappel [ 111). The main 
point of difference is the dependence of A(t, 0) on 8. However, as just 
shown, when we replace 8 by a solution 19(t, a, E) of the first equation in 
(45) and E and a - a0 are small, the resulting system (46) does have an 
exponential dichotomy on [0, co) with constants K, y independent of a, E 
and projection of rank k having nullspace independent of a, E. 
The usual techniques of integral manifold theory (the details are given in 
an appendix to this section) can then be applied to system (45) to show 
that there exists 6, > 0 such that for E and a - a0 sufficiently small and 
151 < 6, /2K, system (37) has a unique solution e(t) = 0(t, a, E), 
x(t) = x + (t, a, 5, E) satisfying 
e(o) = a, p(a)Cx(O) - 40, aI1 = P(a) t, 
Ix(t) - u(t, Qt))l G 6, for t>O. 
(48) 
Moreover x’(t, a, <, E) is a C3 function, the derivatives being bounded in 
the II.II ,P norm, where I is the order of the derivative in (a, E) (note that we 
ignore derivatives of order more than 1 in t) and 
swtpo Ix’k 4 6 4--0, ett, a, EM <2K151 +4M2zc7-’ 1~1, 
where M, is a constant depending only on bounds for f, g, U, and their 
derivatives. 
A similar result holds on t d 0. Denote by Q(a) the projection associated 
with the dichotomy for system (47) on (-co, 01. The Q(a) are chosen so 
that the range does not depend on a (for a near a,,). Then there exists 
6, > 0 such that for E and a - a0 sufficiently small and I <I < 6 1 /2K, system 
(37) has a unique solution e(t) = 0( t, a, E), x(t) = x-(t, a, 5, E) satisfying 
e(o) = a, (I- P(a))Cx(O) - 40, aI1 = U- Q(a) t, 
1x0) - 24, emi G 6, for t<O. 
(49) 
Also the obvious analogues to the other properties of x+(t, a, 4, E) hold. 
Finally, we note that by uniqueness the following identities hold: 
x+(t,a,O,O)=u(t,a)=x-(t,a,O,O) (50) 
x’(t,a,5,&)=x+(t,a,P(a)5,&), x-(~,~,~,E)=x-(~,~,(Z-Q(U))~,E). 
(51) 
(The latter hold only when both sides are defined, that is, when 
151 < 6,/2K2. We assume this holds in the sequel.) This completes the first 
part of the proof of (C2). 
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Part 2 (intersection of stable and unstable manifolds). Recall that system 
(47) has exponential dichotomies on [0, co) and (-co, 0] with constants 
K, y and projections P(a) and Q(a), respectively, where .N(P(ct)) and 
.BT(Q(a)) do not depend on a. By (H2), W(P(a))nJlr(Q(a))= {u,(O, a)}. 
Now the equation adjoint to (47) has exponential dichotomies on [0, co) 
and (-co, 0] with constants K, y and projections I- P*(a) and I- Q*(a) 
and so 
J”(p*W) n g(Q*(a)) = Cg(P(a)) + -WQ(a))lL 
is its subspace of initial values of bounded solutions (on (-co, co)). 
Since dim &!(P(a)) + dim .N(Q(a)) = k + n - k = n and dim(%‘(P(a)) n 
M(Q(a))) = 1, dim (M(P*(a)) n a(Q*(a))) = 1. Now by Proposition 2.3 
and its analogue for systems on (- co, 01, P(a) and Q(a) are C3 and so we 
can choose a C3 function $(a) such that N(P*(a))ng(Q*(a))= {+(a)}. 
Then 
ti(t, a) = 
x*m’(h a) Q*(a) $(a) (t<O) 
X*-‘(t, a)(I- P*(a)) $(a) (t>O) 
is the unique (up to a scalar multiple) bounded solution of the system 
adjoint to (47). Note that for all t 
Ill/(t, a)l d K Il(/(a)l e-y’r’. 
Now define 
L(a) = P(a) - (I- Q(a)). 
Then 
Jlr(Ua)) = CW(p(a)) n J(Q(a))I 0 CJlr(P(a)) n WQ(a))l 
= (40, aI> 0 WV’(a)) n WQWI 
and so 
R” = (4, a)> 0 [-W’(a)) n WQ(a))l 0 WUa))‘. 
Let R be the projection with range { ~~(0, a,)} and nullspace 
CJ1T(P(a)) n a(Q(a!))l 0 Jlr(U%))L. 
Suppose we have a solution of 
x+(O,a,t,c)-x-(O,a,t,c)=O (52) 
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such that Rt = 0. Then x(t) defined by 
x(t)= x-(t, a, 5, E) (t<O) 
x’(t, a, 5, 8) (t>O) 
is a solution of (41) such that x(t) - u(t, @(t, a, E)) is bounded on 
(--co, =)I. Moreover by the conditions (48) and (49), 
x(0) - ~(0, a) - 5: E N(P(a)) n B(Q(a)) and so 
R[x(O) - ~(0, a)] = Rt = 0. 
Thus e(t) = d(t, a, E), and x(t) form a solution of the kind sought in (C2). 
Hence we solve (52) subject to R< = 0. 
However, if Rl = 0 the orthogonal projection of 5 onto H(L(a,)) is in 
M(P(a)) n a(Q(cr)) so that 
P(a) 5 = P(a) l, V- Q(a)) 5 = (I- Q(a)) t 
where [ is the orthogonal projection of 5 onto N(L(a,))‘. Then by the 
identities (5 1) 
x+(O,a,~,~)=x+(O,a,P(a)~,~)=x+(O,a,P(a)~,~)=x+(O,a,5;~) 
and, similarly, 
x-(O,a, <,8)=x-(0, a, [, E). 
So we solve (52) with the restriction ~EJV(L(~~))~. 
To do this we use Theorem 4.1 in Palmer [ 141. First we give a more 
convenient formulation of conditions (ii) and (iii) of that theorem when 
dim N(L) = I (then it is essentially a special case of the Cran- 
dall-Rabinowitz theorem [7]). Let the (one-dimensional) manifold A’ be 
parametrized as x=&a) with d(a,,) = 0. Then JJd(a), 0) is Fredholm of 
index zero with nullspace {&(a)} and range the nullspace of (say) $(a) in 
the dual space F*. Write 
da) = $(a)Cf,(4(ah 011. 
Then condition (ii) holds if only if &(O, O)EW(~,(O, 0)) and hence 
if and only if d(a,) = 0. Condition (iii) holds if and only if 
$(ao)Cfy,(O, O)d’(a,) +f,,(O, 0) &(a,)1 # 0. Observe that for all a 
vQ(a)Cf,(d(a), 0) PI = 0. 
Differentiating with respect to a and setting a = aO, we obtain 
J/‘(aoKL(O, 0) PI + ~(~a)CL.y(O~ )N(adl =a 
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~(RJc.fY.r(o~ 0) Pd’(%) +.f,L,(o, 0) d’(‘%)l 
= -v(%)cf,(o~ O)Pl + vwJCfp.Y(o~ 0) 9’(%)1 
= vMcfp(o~ 011 + e%)cf,,.x(o~ 0) 4’(%)1 
= dyci,). 
Thus (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to the conditions d(a,) = 0, d’(a,) # 0. 
Let us note also in Theorem 4.1 in [ 141 that iff(x, p) is assumed C3 the 
function x(p) turns out to be C*. 
We want to apply this theorem with x as (a, 0, p as E, 8 as 
Rx Jlr(L(cc,))‘, s*l as N(P(cc))+%?(Q(cz)), andf(x, p) as the C3 function 
ma, 5, &)=x+(0, a, r, &)--X-(0,4 5, &I. 
Using (48) and (49), 
W@, 5, El = Cx+(o, a, 5, E) - 40, a)1 - cx-(0, @, 5, &I - @, a)] 
=(~-~(~))L-x+(o,~, 5 E)--U(O,a)-51 
- Q(cOCx-(0, a, L E)- 40, a) - 51 
and so the range of H(cl, 5, E) is in N’(P(a))+%(Q(a)). Also note by (50) 
that H(cr, 0,O) =0 so that the set 4 of points I = (M, 0) in 
R x .N(L(cc,))l is a smooth one-dimensional manifold of solutions of 
H(cc, 5, 0) = 0. The derivative of H(cc, t;, E) with respect o (a, 5) at (a, 0,O) 
is 
CH,(a, 0, 0) H&a, 0, O)l = I3 x$ (0, 4 O,O) - xc (0, a, 0, O)l. 
Differentiating the relations 
x:(4 a, t, E)=g(e(t, a, &I, ~‘(6 4 5, El), 
Qa)Cx+ (0, a, t, 8) - 40, aI1 = P(a) 5 
(53) 
with respect to 5, we see that X(l) = xl (t, a, c, E) is a bounded (on t 2 0) 
solution of 
such that P(a) X(0) = P(a). When 5 =O, E =0 this is the matrix form of 
system (47) which has an exponential dichotomy on [0, co ) with projection 
P(a) so that by the uniqueness in Lemma 2.1 
x$ (f, a, 0, 0) = AIt, a) P(a), 
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where X(t, a) is the fundamental matrix for system (47) satisfying 
X(0, a) = I. In particular, x$(0, a, 0, 0) = P(a). Similarly, 
x5(0, a, 0,O) = I- Q( ) a an so the derivative of H(a, [, E) with respect to d 
(a, <) at (a, 0,O) is [0 L(a)], which for a near a0 has nullspace generated 
by [A] =@(a). Its range is just the range of L(a), which is 
CJlQa)) + ~(Q(a))l n C-W’*(a)) n WQ*(a))l’ 
= CJlr(P(a)) + B(Q(a))l n {ti(a))‘. 
Hence the range is the nullspace of the linear functional defined by taking 
the scalar product with the vector +(a). 
The function d(a) is given by 
d(a) = $*(a) HAa, 0, 0) = @*(a)[x:(O, a, 0,O) -x6-(0, a, 0,O)l. 
Differentiating the relations (53) with respect to E and setting 5 = 0, E = 0 
we see that p(t) = x,’ (t, 0, a, 0) is on t > 0 a 11 . II8 bounded solution of 
ci=g.Aa, 44 a))p+gda, u(t, a)) tf(a, 0) 
such that P(a)p (0) = 0. By formula (11) in the proof of Lemma 2.1 
x,‘(O, a, (40) = - Jbu (I- P(a)) A’-‘(4 a)g,(a, u(t, a)) tf(a, 0) dt. 
Similarly, 
x,;(O, a, O,O)=/’ Q(a) Xp’(t, a)g,(a, u(t, a)) tf(a, 0) dt. 
-00 
Thus 
d(a) = Iv vQ*(t, a) ge( a, Mt, a)) tf(a, 0) dt = d(a) f(a, 0). -02 
Our hypothesis is that d(ao) = 0, d’(a,) # 0, andf(a,, 0) # 0. This means 
that 
d(a,) = d(ao)f(ao, 0) = 0, 
4ao) = 4ao)f(ao, 0) + d(ao)fJao, 0) Z 0 
so that by Theorem 4.1 in [ 141 there exists 6* > 0 such that for s # 0 suf- 
ficiently small Eq.(52) has a unique solution a = a(E), < = t(c) E .N(L(ao))’ 
satisfying Ia - a0 I < 6,, 151 < 6,. Moreover, a(0) = ao, c(O) = 0 and a(s), 
t(s) are C2 functions. Then for these s, O(t, E), i(t, e) defined by 
e(t, cl = Qt, a(E), ~1, x( t, E) = 
i 
x-(4 a(E), HE), E) (t<O) 
x+(6 a(E), C;(E), ~1 (t200) 
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will be a solution of (37) such that 
lm~)--ol fJ2, SUP I.$& &)-UC& et, &))I < 6,, - 5<,<3c 
R(x(0, E) - u(0, e(0, E))) = R([(&)) = 0. 
Also l&O, E) - CY,, 1 --f 0 and sup _ ic<,<m Ix(t,~)-u(t, e(t,~))I -+O as s-+0. 
In particular, this means that for E sufficiently small 
IW, E) - a0 I G 6, sup Ix(t, E) - u(t, ett, &))I Q6 --n<*<CC 
where 6 = min(6,, 6, /2K2, 6,). 
Conversely if for these E # 0, 6(t), x(t) is a solution of (37) such that (39) 
holds, then by the uniqueness of x+ and x- 
x(0)=x+(0, u, 5, &)=X-(0, u, 5, E) 
with tl = e(O), 5 = x(0) - ~(0, a). But then as at the beginning of this part of 
the proof we may replace < by its orthogonal projection onto Jlr(L(~l,))~ 
and then (tl, {, E) is a solution of Eq. (52) with )c~-R~( <6,, 151 ~6,. By 
uniqueness, c( = CL(E) and 5 = t(s) so that x(t) = x(t, E), e(t) = f3(t, E). 
Finally, we note that if c > 0 is given then 
I.df, &I - x’(c @(EL &)I < I.46 &I - 4f, @(t, &))I 
+ Ix’(t, d&I, E)--U+cect, 4&), &))I 
+ I46 0th &))--U+(&t, &))I 
<C 
for E sufficiently small and t large positive. So by the “saddle point 
property” (cf. the end of the proof of (Cl)), 1x(?, E) -x+(t, U(E), E)J +O as 
t + cc for E sufficiently small. Similarly, 1x(?, E) - X-(t, a(~), &)I + 0 as 
t -+ m. This completes Part 2 of the proof of (C2). 
Part 3 (transversality). In this part we show for E # 0 sufficiently small 
that the variational equation (40) has an exponential dichotomy on 
(-co, co). Now 
I&(~(~? &)5 -44 &)I -A(t, 0th 4&L &))I 
= ItL(W4 E), x(c &)I -g.,(e(c EL u(c et4 &)))I 
+O 
as E 4 0 uniformly with respect o t in (-co, a~). As we saw at the beginn- 
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ing of Part 2, the system 
i=A(t, t?(t, cc(&), E))X 
has exponential dichotomies on [0, co) and (-cc, 0] with constants 
independent of E and projections having rank k. By the roughness theorem, 
for E sufficiently small, system (40) has the same properties. 
We want to apply Theorem 2.6 with 
From the smoothness and boundedness properties of the functions g(0, x), 
e(t, cc,s),x+(t, a, 5, E),x~(r, a, <, E), r(s), E(E) it follows that A(t, E) has the 
smoothness and boundedness properties required in the theorem. Also on 
(-co, co) the system 
i = A(& 0) x =gx(ag, u(t, Q)) x 
has the unique bounded solution u,(t, ~1~) and its adjoint system the unique 
bounded solution I/(& CQ) (both up to a scalar multiple). 
Hence we may apply Theorem 2.6 to deduce that if 
then (40) has an exponential dichotomy on (- cc, co) for E # 0 sufficiently 
small. To calculate this expression, we differentiate both sides of the 
equation 
x,(c E) =dQ(k El, 44 8)) 
with respect to E, getting 
%:(h 8) = x,,(t, &I =g,(Qt, E), x(r, El) X,(6 6) 
+gntett, El, 46 &)I e,tt, El, (54) 
where R, means x,, and equals xrC since both exist and are continuous. 
Setting E = 0, we get 
-w, 0) =g.,b,, 46 4d 4,o) +g,h, 246 a,)) u40) 
and then we differentiate with respect o t, obtaining 
fA4 0) =g.A%, 46 %I)) ic(k 0) + AAt, 0) U,(G %) 
+go(%7 MC h)) 4(h 0). 
(55) 
(56) 
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To calculate e,,(t, 0) we differentiate both sides of the relations 
Q,(f, E) = Gftf(e(4 El, EL tl(O, E) = La(&) 
with respect o E to get 
k(4 E) =f(&G 81, El + Ef,(QC El, E) Q,(t, E) + EfJett, E), E), 
e,(o, E) = cd(&). 
(57) 
Setting E = 0, we obtain 
8,(t, 0) = a’(0) + tf(a,, 0). (58) 
Now x,( t, 0), and hence ii-,(& 0) from (55), is I/. (1 B bounded on ( - co, co ) 
(that is, sup-,,,,, 1x,(& 0) IeUBtrl < co). Also, differentiating both sides 
of the equation 
with respect o CC, we see that u,(t, ~1~) is a bounded solution of 
It follows from (56), (58), and (59) that on (-co, co) 
is a /I. IjB bounded solution of the system 
6 = g.,(&lt 4c %I) w + A,(t, 0) 44 4. 
Then 
s 3~‘ d = _ lr, z { ICI*(f, 4 w(t)) df 
(60) 
= c+*ct, %l) w(t)l”, 
= 0. 
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So we have the second case of Theorem 2.6 and need to show that 
+ 2A,(t, O)Ck(t, 0) - ue(t, a,)f(a,, O)l} dt #O. 
To calculate this expression differentiate both sides of (54) with respect o E 
and set E = 0 to get 
where g,, g,, y g.re, gee have argument (ao, u(t, Q)) and x,, 0,, 8,, have 
argument (t, 0). Then differentiate both sides with respect to t, obtaining 
i,,(t, 0) =g.x(%, 4c 4) -+,,(G 0) + 4th 
where 
h(r) =-&At, 0) ut(t, 43) + 246 0) f,(t, 0) 
+ &LeX, 4, + bee 0, d, + ge tie,. 
By the same reasoning as with Eq. (60) j:- IC/*(t, cr,) h(t) dt = 0 and so the 
expression to be calculated can be rewritten as 
- f co +*(t, ao)ge dE, & (61) --a, 
where we have used 8,(t, 0) =f(a,, 0). The last term here is zero. For if we 
differentiate both sides of the first relation in (57) with respect to E, set 
E = 0, and use (58) we get 
But we know d(a,) = lEm $*(t, ao) tge(ao, u(t, ao)) dt =O and it follows 
from Eq. (59), reasoning as with Eq. (60), that J:“oo $*(t, ao) 
g&a,, ~(t, ao)) dt = 0. So the last term in (61) is zero, as asserted. Sub- 
stituting 
A,(6 0) =g.Jao, 46 ad) X,(6 0) +gxe(%, 46 adKaYO) + tf(ao. 011 
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in (61), we are left with 
+‘Le(% 44 @-,))(a’(O) + u-(@a ONI &I(4 43) 
+g.xd%? u(t, %I)) X,(C 0) sg,,(%l, 4t, %))(~‘(O) 
+ tf(%? 0))) dt~f(%, 0). (62) 
Now look at 
= 
s cc $*(t, a) g,(a, u(f, a))Ca’(O) + tf(a, 011 dt, (63) -CL 
using the fact that s?cc II/*( t, a) g,(cr, u(t, a)) dt = 0. We want to differen- 
tiate this with respect o a. Suppressing the arguments, the derivative of the 
integrand is 
To justify differentiation under the integral sign, we have to show that the 
absolute value of this function is bounded by a Lebesgue integrable 
function independent of a. Since I$(& a)1 <K \$(a)[ eeYlr) the last three 
terms have the required property. For the first term, note that I&O, a) is a 
C3 function. So $( t, a) is also C3 and $,(t, a) is a solution of 
i= -g.LYa, 44 a)) x- {g,,(a, 44 a)) dt, a)+g,da, 46 a))}* ~86 Co. 
(64) 
To obtain a bound for $Jt, a) we consider 
~(~)=I(/(t,~,)-~ICl(~,a,)-~*-‘(t,~,)C~-~*(~,)ICIC/(O,~,)-~(O,~Z)1 
when a,, a2 are near ao. This is a bounded (on t 2 0) solution of 
*= -g.T(a,, 44 aI)) w- Cg.3al, u(t, al))-g.3a2, 44 ad)11 $(t, a21 
such that (I- P*(a,)) w(O)=O. So by Lemma 2.1 with p= -y/2, 
Iw(t)J <constant (aI - a2 I e-(y/2)’ (t 2 0). 
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From this it follows for t > 0 that 
I$Jt, a)1 < constant .e-tY/2)l’1. 
A similar argument using Q(a, ) instead of I- P(a, ) shows that the 
inequality also holds for t < 0. 
So differentiation of the integral in (63) under the integral sign is 
justified. Using (55) and (64) the derivative of the integrand at IX= c(~ can 
be written as (suppressing arguments) 
$,*C% -&X,1 + ti*k&4 +go,)(W) + tf(%b 0)) + **go tfe(&J, 0) 
= +,*-c + (ve + ti*g.r.Y% + ti*g.x64 xc 
+ II/*kd+ + gee)(cW) + tf(h 0)) 
+ ~*setfe(%~ 0) 
+gda’(O) + tf(h, 0))) + ti*ge tide 0). 
Now the integrals of the first and last terms are zero. Thus it turns out that 
the quantity (62) is -2d’,(a,)f(a,, 0) which is 
-2C4ao)f(ao7 0) + 4ao).fdao, O)lf(h 0) = -2J(kdf(~o, ())I*. 
This is nonzero and so the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 3.3. The expression for d(a) can be put in another form. Since 
u,(t, a) is a solution of 
we have 
JC =g.,(a, 46 a)) x +a(4 46 Co), 
+*(C a) geta, 4t7 a)) = -Il/*(t, a) g,(a, 41, Co) udt, a) + $*(t, a) u,,(t, a) 
=-$ {Il/*(t, a) 446 a)> 
So, integrating by parts, 
d(a)=f~~~(~*(t,a)u,(f,a)jtdt 
= [II/*(4 a) %(t, a) tl?, -fm $*(t, a) u,(t, a) dt 
-cc 
= -fm $*(t,a)u,(t,a)dt. 
--oo 
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Let us consider a particular case of Theorem 3.1 when f, g, u +, u ~, u are 
T-periodic in 0 and f(0,O) # 0 for all 0. Then for all 8 and E sufficiently 
small If(tI, e)l will be bounded below by a positive number and so we may 
define 
~(e)=~~ISI[f(e,~)]-lde. 0 
Then we have the identity 
e(t + T(E), ~1, E) = e(t, a, E) + T 
so that the right side of system (41) has period T(E) in t. 
Thus in (Cl ) if we leave f3( t) alone but replace x*(t) by x* (t + T(E)) 
then tI( t), x * (t + T(E)) are still solutions of (37) and for all t 
Ix’(t+ T(F))-u’(tqt))[ = Ix’(t+ 7-(E))--U*(e(t)+ T)J 
= Ix’(t+ T(E))-u*(e(t+ T(c)))1 
d 6. 
By uniqueness x’(t+T(~))=x~(t). So the solutions x+(~,c~,E) have 
period T(E). In (C2) what we show is the existence of solutions x(t, E) of 
(41) with ~=a(&) such that 1x(?,&)-x*(t,a(~),~)I +O as t+ &co and 
such that for E # 0 the variational equation 
has an exponential dichotomy on (- co, co). According to the discussion in 
Section 2 of Palmer [ 141, what all this means is that x*(0, a(E), E) are 
hyperbolic fixed points of the period map of system (41) with a = a(E) and 
that x(0, E) is an associated transversal heteroclinic or homoclinic point. 
We sum all this up in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold and suppose, in 
addition, that the functions f(0, E), g(Q, x), u+(0),uP(O),u(t, 0) have period T 
in 0 and that f (0,O) # 0 for all 8. Then the right side of the system 
has period T(E) = C’S: [f (0, E)] -’ d0 in t and we may choose o! = a(E) in 
such a way that for E # 0 sufficiently small the period map of the system has 
a transversal heteroclinic or homoclinic point. 
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Appendix to Section 3 
Here we outline a proof of the assertion made above about system (45). 
What we have to show is that there exists 6, > 0 such that for E and a - u0 
suf$ciently small and ItI d S,/2K, system (45) has a unique solution 
0(t) = f9( t, a, E), y(t) = y + (t, a, 5. E) satisfying 
e(o) = cl, P(a) Y(O) = P(a) 5, Iv(t)1 G 6, for ta0. (65) 
Moreover y + (t, a, l, E) is a C’ function (we ignore derivatives of order more 
than 1 in t), the derivatives being bounded in the 11 . llrP norm, where 1 is the 
order of the derivative in (a, E), and 
sup Iv+(t, 01, 5, &)I <2K I{/ +4M,Ky-’ 1~1, 
f>O 
(66) 
where M, is a constant depending only on bounds for f, g, u, and their 
derivatives. 
As we saw above, e(t, ~1, E) is a Cs function, its Ith-order derivatives with 
respect o (a, E) being bounded by M, fi~“~‘~~‘r, where m is the order of the 
derivative in E. Now let M, be a bound for lu,(t, 0) f (0, &)I so that 
iG(t, 8, 0, 41 G M2 [El. 
Other constants M3, Mq, etc., depending only on bounds for f, g, u, and 
their derivatives, will be introduced without comment in the course of the 
proof. 
Choose 6, >O so that for lyl <a, 
IG,G, 0, Y, dl < min{y/W y/4K2) 
and assume that E satisfies 
8M,Ky-’ I&l <6,. 
Denote by 9’ the set of continuous functions y(t) with Iv(t)/ < 6, for all 
t 20. By Lemma 2.1 with j?=O the equation 
$ = A(& Ott, a, 8)) 9 + G(t, e(t, a, ~1, At), ~1 
has a unique bounded solution G(t) such that P(a)?(O) = P(a) 5 and for all 
t>O 
IP( <KItI +~KY-‘(M, I4 +Y Il~lldW 
GS,. 
(67) 
So the mapping y -+$ takes Y into itself. With the supremum norm, Y is a 
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complete metric space. We show that the mapping is a contraction on 9’. 
Thus let y,, y, be in Y and suppose they are mapped into i,, j2. Then 
w(t)=j,(t)-y2(t) is a bounded solution of 
such that P(a) w(0) = 0 so that by Lemma 2.1 
llwll0~2~Y+Y/~K. llY,-Y,ll,. 
so 
and the mapping is indeed a contraction, as asserted. We denote its unique 
fixed point by y ‘(t, u, 5. E). Then 0(t) = 0(t, a, E), y(t) = y +(t, a, 5, E) is the 
required unique solution of (45) satisfying (65). 
With y(t) =9(z) = y ‘(t, CI, <, E) it follows from (67) that 
so that 
Il~ll,~Kl5l +2MJW’ I&l +4 IIYIIo 
Ilyll,<2K ItI +4M,Ky-’ Id. 
Thus we have (66). 
Now we show that y’(t, tl, <, E) is Lipschitzian in c(. w(t) = 
y’(t, c(,, 5, E)---y+(t, c1*, 5, E) is a bounded (and hence /I.IIB bounded) 
solution of 
such that 
using the fact that JV(P(~~,))=JV(P(Q)). So using Lemma 2.1 and the 
facts that ltY,(t, tl, &)I < M, 8’ and j? <y/5, 
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so 
I141/?aw1W,6, +M,)la~-a,I, 
that is, 
IY+(~,~l,5,&)-~+(~,~2r5,E)I~5Ky-1(M~~1+M4)~C(l-~*le~‘. (69) 
Similarly, w(t) = y+(t, c(, 5,) E) -v’(t, ~1, c2, E) is a bounded solution of 
k=A(f, e(t, a,~)) w+G(t, Ott, a, ~),y+(t, a, 51, ~1, E) 
- (36 e(f, a, ~1, y+(f, a, 52, ~1, E) 
such that P(a) w(O) = P(Ix)(<, - t2) so that by Lemma 2.1 
SO 
that is, 
Iv+(~,~,5,,~)--y+(~,~,52,~)l~2Kl5,-421. (70) 
We also get an inequality for I v+(t, c1, 5, ar)-~+(t, a, r, Q)I similar to 
(69). 
Now we prove the existence of y,‘(r, ~1, 5, E). Formally differentiating the 
equation 
with respect to a and taking note of (68) and (69), we are led to suspect 
that y(t) = y,’ (t, a, 5, E) should be a II * II B bounded solution of 
P= CA(f, 0th a, E))+GAc 0th a, E),Y+(c a, t, E), ~11 y+F,(t, a, LE) (71) 
such that P(a) y(O) = 0, where 
F,(r, a, 5, &)= C&(r, &t, a, E))Y+(~, a, 5, E) 
+ Gdt, Wt, a, ~1, y’(t, a, t, ~1, ~11 fl,(t, a, ~1. 
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Note that IF,(t, (x, <, &)I d M, ep’ and that by the roughness theorem 
(Coppel [S, p. 343) the linear system 
P = [A(& ‘3h a, ~1) + G,.(t, 0th a, c), y+(r, a, 4, ~1, &)I Y (72) 
has an exponential dichotomy on [0, 00) with projection having the same 
nullspace as P(R) and constants 5K2/2 and 3y/4. Then it follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that (71) does have a solution y(t) with the required properties 
and it is unique. To show that y,’ (1, CI, r, E) = y(t) we consider 
~(t)=y+(t,a+h,r,~)-y+(t,cc,4,~)-y(t)h. This is \I.IIB (and hence 
11. IIzp) bounded, satisfies P(U) w(0) = 0, and turns out to be a solution of an 
equation of the form 
+ = CA(t, e(t, a, ~1) + G,.(t, e(t, a, ~1, ~‘(1, a, 5, ~1, ~11 w 
+ F,(t, ~1, k 5, ~1, (73) 
where 
IF,(t, a, h, 5, &)I GM6 IhI2 ezp’. 
So by Lemma 2.1 with 2/3 instead of /I, 
-1 
M, IhI2 
d 15M,K2y-’ lh12, 
that is, 
So y(t) = y,‘(t, CI, 5, E), as asserted. Also it follows from (69) that 
ly:(t, CI, 5, &)I < 5Ky-‘(M36, + M4) ept. 
Moreover, arguing from Eq. (71) shows that both yt and ys exist and are 
equal, and that they are continuous and bounded in the 11. IIB norm. 
To prove that y,‘(t, TV, 5, E) exists we observe first that it follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that (72) has a unique bounded solution such that 
P(a) Y(0) = P(a). The proof that Y(t) = y; (t, c(, r, E) is very similar to the 
proof for y,J above except that we use the usual supremum norm. 
Inequality (70) implies that 
Also the derivatives y; , y& exist and are equal, continuous, and bounded. 
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The proof of the existence and the establishment of the properties of y,’ 
is similar to that for y,‘. To prove the existence of the remaining 
derivatives we begin with the equations satisfied by y,’ , y;, y: and show 
by similar techniques to those used above that y:, ys+, y,’ have Lipschitz 
conditions in IX, 5, E with respect o the appropriate norms. Then we guess, 
for instance, that y,+,(t, c(, C;, E) will be the unique 11. (IZP bounded solution 
y(t) such that P(a) y(0) = 0 of the equation obtained by differentiating both 
sides of (71) with respect to E. The equation will also have the form (71) 
but the new F, will be bounded in the 11. I128 norm. To prove that 
y(t) = y,‘, (t, a, 5, E) we look at 
and obtain estimates for it from the differential equation of the form (73) 
which it will satisfy. That y,‘, is bounded in the II.II 28 norm will follow from 
the Lipschitz condition in E that yz satisfies and the argument we have 
used also shows that y&, y,‘,, exist and are equal, continuous, and bounded 
in the /I. I/ 28 norm. 
The existence and properties of the other derivatives are proved by 
similar arguments. At the end we show that the third-order derivatives in 
(a, 5, E) are Lipschitzian in CI, l, E. 
4. APPLICATION TO CHERRY'S PROBLEM 
Here we prove a theorem which generalizes Cherry’s conjectured result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let @ be a bounded real valued C5 function with bounded 
derivatives defined on the real line such that the system 
i, =x2, i* = -@(x1) (74) 
(which corresponds to the second-order scalar equation 
jr+cqx)=O) 
has an orbit (4(t), rj’( t)) connecting saddle points u = (u; , 0) and 
u+ = (u:, 0), that is, (d(t), 4’(t)) -+ u- as t+ --00 and +u+ as t + +oo. 
Let p(t) be a positive bounded Cs function with bounded derivatives defined 
for all t such that inff m<r<m p(t)>O. 
Then for A > 0 sufficiently large the system 
i’l =x*, i, = -Ap(t) @(x1) (75) 
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(which corresponds to 
.f + Ap(t) G(x) = 0) 
has bounded solutions x + (t, %), x (t, A) such that 
s,“y<m Jx’(t, A)-u’l -+o as A-+ cc 
and such that their variational equations have exponential dichotomies on 
(F-00,~). 
Moreover, if for some t, 
p’(t0) = 0, P”(k)) + 0 
then there is a real valued function IX( .) with a(O) = t, such that system (75) 
also has a solution x( t, A) satisfying 
s,up, rx Ix(t, 1) - (4 (Jmt - 4Vfi)L 
&a 4’(J&Gt - wqm + 0 0s 2 + a> 
Ix(t,/l)-xk(t,l)I -+o as t-++cc 
and whose variational equation has an exponential dichotomy on (- 00, 00). 
When p(t) is periodic, x+(0, A) and x-(0, A) are hyperbolic fixed points 
and x(0, ,I) is an associated transversal heteroclinic (or homoclinic) point of 
the period map for system (75). 
Proof We make the change of variables 
t = t/&, XI =Yl? x*=J;iy,, A = l/E2 
so that (75) becomes 
dy, dy2 
x=y27 x= -P(Et) @(Y,). 
Then we introduce the variable 9 and apply Theorem 3.1 to the system 
d% 
&=E’ 
4, 
x=Y2, 2= -P(%) @(Yl). 
Now @(u:)=@(u;)=O and so for each fixed 8, U+ and u- are 
equilibrium points of the system 
dy, dy2 
x=Y2* x= -P(%) @(Yl). (76) 
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Moreover, the Jacobian matrix of the vector field at U* = (u: , 0) is 
[ 
0 1 
-p(e)@'(u;) 1 0 ' 
which has eigenvalues f J-p(0) @‘(u: ) (since U+ and U- are saddle 
points of system (76), @‘(UT) and @‘(u;) are negative). These are real and 
bounded below in absolute value by a positive number independent of 8. 
The smoothness and boundedness hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 with 
f(4 El= 1, g(@ Y) = COl(Y2, -P(e) @(Yl)) 
(we are using y here instead of x and r instead of t) are obviously satisfied 
and we have just shown that (Hl ) holds. So we may conclude that for E 
sufficiently small and for each fixed c1 the system 
dy, dy, 
x=Y2, x= -p(a+=)@(y,) 
has solutions y +(r, a, E) and y-(r, CI, E) such that 
-yp,, ly’(r,a,~)--u* 1 +O as s-0 
uniformly with respect to CI and their variational equations have exponen- 
tial dichotomies on ( - 00, co). 
To verify hypothesis (H2) in Theorem 3.1, first note that for each fixed 19, 
u(r, 0) = col($(&# r), &# &(m t)) is a solution of (76) such that 
u(5, e) -+ u as z+ -co, u(z,d)+u+ as z-+cc 
uniformly with respect to 13. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (cf. Eq. (47)) 
this implies that the variational equation of ~(0, 0) has exponential 
dichotomies on both [0, co) and (-co, 01, the projection having rank 1 in 
both cases. So the subspace of initial values of bounded solutions of the 
variational equation has at most dimension 1 and therefore (up to a scalar 
multiple) u,(T, 0) is its unique bounded solution. 
Finally, we need to examine the functional d(or) (cf. formula (38)). Note 
first that 
is a bounded solution of the adjoint system corresponding to the 
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variational equation for U(T, 0). So 
using d”(t) + @(4(t)) = 0 
where we have used the fact that d’(t) -+ 0 as t -+ fee exponentially fast. 
Since p’( to) = 0, we see that d(t,) = 0 and then differentiating with respect 
to 0: that 
A’(&)= - ‘qj;, {@(,/&T)}‘dT#O. 
So we deduce from Theorem 3.1 that for E sufficiently small there is a C2 
function CL(E) with a(O) = t, such that the system 
dY, dy, 
-= y2, dt x = -Ad&) + ET) WY, ) 
has a solution ~(7, E) satisfying 
sup I y(r, E) - u(z, a(E) + et)/ + 0 as E -+O, 
rL<T<X 
IY(T, E)-~‘(5 a(E), &)I +O as r+*cc 
and for E # 0 its variational equation has an exponential dichotomy on 
( - co, co). Returning to the original variables t, x, , x2, I, we define 
x*(4 n)=y’(J;i(t-a(llJ;i)), a(l/J;i), l/$b 
44 2) = A&t - 41/$)X l/G) 
and we see that these are solutions of system (75) with properties as stated 
in the theorem. 
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When p(t) has period T in t, it follows from the proof of Corollary 3.4 
that the solutions y’(z, a(~), E) have period clT in z so that the x*(t, A) 
have period T. Then as in Corollary 3.4 it follows that x(0,1) is a transver- 
sal heteroclinic (or homoclinic) point of the period map of system (75) with 
respect o the hyperbolic fixed points x-(0, A) and x+(0, A). 
Remark 4.2. One can easily verify by sketching the level curves of the 
Hamiltonian ix:+j 0(x,) dx, in the (x1, x2) plane that if <- < <’ are 
nondegenerate maxima of s @(x,) dx, and the only turning point between 
them is a nondegenerate minimum, then (r -, 0) and (t +, 0) are saddle 
points for system (74) and there are two possibilities: either 
Jg’ @(x1) dx, =o . m which case there is a heteroclinic orbit connecting 
([-, 0) and (l+, 0) or fj: @(x1) dx, #O in which case (t-, 0) or (&j+, 0) 
has a homoclinic orbit associated with it. In particular if @(x1) is an odd 
periodic function with simple zeros (@(x,) = 0 a@‘(~,) = 0) one of these 
situations must arise (e.g., @(x,) = sin x1 as in Cherry’s paper). Note also 
in this case that -@(x,) is also an odd periodic function with simple zeros 
so that in Theorem 4.1, p(t) could be taken either positive or negative. 
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